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Round bistrot high table Hoflik

The Hoflik bar table is inspired by the shape of the Coupe Glass for
sparkling sweet wines, which was common at the beginning of the
20th century. The table was created by interpreting this skilful glass
silhouette into a functional object with an attractive design. Its sturdy
frame is made of a steel tube of two diameters and a solid base
obtained by laser cutting. The seamless joints of the refined
construction, showcase the beauty in the details. The round table top
made of natural wood, creates an overall sense of balance as well as a
tactile pleasure with its natural texture.

The name Hoflik is Frisian for "politely", characterising the respectful
treatment of guests. The table can be used in private dining rooms
and loggias as well as in public dining areas, conference rooms and
lobbies. With compact overall dimensions and comfortable height, the
table provides an opportunity to stand during a lunch break, a work
flyer or informal dialogue over a cup of coffee. Such activity is
especially relevant in today's world, when a sedentary lifestyle is the
overwhelming norm.

Designer: Sergei Lvov 
Year of creation: 2016

Height: 1100 mm
Depth: 600 mm
Width: 600 mm

Materials and instructions

Frame: steel tube 50 and 30 mm, 8 mm steel base, powder coating,
floor protection pads, brass hallmark of authenticity. Tabletop: solid
ash wood (oak available on request). Coatings and finishes: OSMO
hardwax-oil (Germany); KEMICHAL polyurethane enamel for wood
(Italy). Surface: silky matt.

Package information

Reliable cardboard packaging. Package quantity:
1 piece. 630x630x1130 mm. Weight: 22 kg. The
product is assembled.

16 070 грн

A new interpretation of the bistro table for 2-4 persons.•
Sturdy frame, with a stable base, well balanced on any surface.•
Outdoor modification with a table top made of HPL panel
FunderMax is possible.

•

Designed and manufactured in Ukraine, with love!•


